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the civil code index the napoleon series - the code represented a comprehensive reformation and codification of the
french civil laws under the ancien regime more than 400 codes of laws were in place in various parts of france with common
law predominating in the north and roman law in the south, napoleonic code definition facts significance - napoleonic
code early version of the code civil des fran ais civil code of the french known as the napoleonic code dated 1803 year xi of
the french republican calendar the code was promulgated in its entirety in 1804 year xii by first consul napoleon bonaparte,
napoleonic code approved in france history - napoleonic code approved in france after four years of debate and planning
french emperor napoleon bonaparte enacts a new legal framework for france known as the napoleonic code the civil code
gave post revolutionary france its first coherent set of laws concerning property colonial affairs the family and individual
rights, a history of the napoleonic code code napoleon thoughtco - the civil code of the french people was enacted in
1804 across all the regions france then controlled france belgium luxembourg chunks of germany and italy and was later
spread further across europe in 1807 it became known as the code napoleon, napoleonic code why was one of the most
influential legal - share this ancientpages com napoleonic code is the french civil code introduced under napoleon i on 21
march 1804 it was the first consistent set of laws concerning criminal and commercial law property the family colonial affairs
and individual rights given by napoleon to his people living in post revolutionary france the code eliminated feudalism
supported religious tolerance and, french civil code revolvy - the napoleonic code french code napol on and officially code
civil des fran ais is the french civil code established under napol on i in 1804 it was drafted by a commission of four eminent
jurists and entered into force on 21 march 1804
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